AY ’14-15 Curricula Update- School of Applied Studies

DEPT CURRICULUM REQUEST

HS Modification to course numbering system proposed by Human Services Department. Rationale: odd numbered courses are taught face-to-face in the fall semester and online courses in the spring semester. Two (2) courses to be change-

Additions Treatment - HS 317/517 to HS 316/516 and Methods of Individual Addition Counseling - HS 415/515 to HS 414/514.
GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN

HS Modification to articulation agreement between WU/Washburn Tech in the Early Childhood Professional Certificate Program. Rationale: Requirements for the AA/BA in Human Services include 7 hrs. of general electives. It was noted that 5 hours from WIT could be accepted toward this requirement leaving shortfall of 2 additional general electives. This is resolved by accepting 5 hrs. from WIT and allowing student to take one, 3 credit hour HS elective course.
GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN

HS New Program in the Human Services Department to offer an 18-hour interdisciplinary minor in Gerontology to begin in the fall 2015 semester. Rationale: Provide course work leading to a minor degree for students interested in career opportunities in human services, government agencies, retirement communities, nursing homes, health care, and long-term institutional care. Assessment: Faculty response to industry growth in the gerontology field and expanding career opportunities for students.
GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN/AA/FS/FC/WBOR

CJ/LG New Program in the Criminal Justice & Legal Studies Department to offer a forensic investigations concentration in the BSCJ degree program. Rationale: This program is offered in connection with the initiative by WU & KBI to offer undergraduate degree programs in forensics (i.e., anthropology, computer information sciences, criminal justice, and forensic chemical science).
GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN/AA/FS/FC/WBOR

ALL Modification to course numbering system in affected graduate programs.
DEPTS Rationale: Changes to SAS graduate courses are submitted to be consistent with University-wide changes in the course numbering system.
ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN/GRAD COMMITTEE/FS

HS Modification to courses AL 420 (Current Issues in Health Care) and AL 450 (Knowledge Management in Health Care) proposed in the BHS degree program by requiring successful completion of prerequisite course AL 375 (Health Care Policy). Rationale: Purpose is to better prepare students in the content areas of regulatory/compliance rules and healthcare delivery options prior to enrolling in advanced courses AL 420 and AL 450.
GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN
Modification to MA in Human Services. Specific Change: Provide a second internship (HS 581). Rationale: Currently, HS 580 Internship: Additions Counseling is offered in the MA degree program but students need two approved internships in Additions Counseling to become licensed additions counselors with the Kansas Behavioral Sciences Regulatory Board. GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN

Modification to the Legal Studies AA degree. Specific Change: Delete correlate OA211 Editing & Grammar (3 hrs.) Add correlate PO106 U.S. Government (3 hrs.) Rationale: PO106 U.S. Government is identified as a more suitable correlate course for the AA in legal studies. GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN

Modification to transcript in the Social Work MSW degree. Specific Change: Student transcript to reflect completion of a concentration in “School Social Work”. Rationale: Despite offering graduate courses related to school social work for 15 years, the SW Department has never formalized a school social work concentration. A student’s transcript that reflects the completion of school social work concentration will afford MSW graduates better job opportunities within school districts. GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN

Modification to Human Services MA degree. Specific Change: Add HS 560 Directed Studies. Rationale: An independent study course for variable credit is required in the Master of Arts program and/or for completion of a requirement in the Morita Therapy Certificate at the graduate level. GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN

Modification to Criminal Justice BSCJ degree. Specific Change: Law Enforcement Concentration- remove CJ120 Intro to Corrections OR CJ130 Public & Private Security as a core requirement; remove CJ330 Judicial Process as a core requirement; re-number CJ270 Juvenile Justice to CJ318 and add as a core requirement. Rationale: Based on department efforts to revise BSCJ degree (last revised in 1995) based on industry practices, alignment with community college pathways, and assessment data from student program summaries.

Modification to Criminal Justice BSCJ degree. Specific Change: Corrections Concentration- remove CJ110 Intro to Law Enforcement OR CJ130 Public & Private Security as a core requirement; remove CJ330 Judicial Process as a core requirement; re-number CJ270 Juvenile Justice to CJ318; re-number CJ240 Law of Corrections to CJ332 & require as a core course; add CJ324 Evidence-Based Practices as a core course. Rationale: Based on department efforts to revise BSCJ degree (last revised in 1995) based on industry practices, alignment with community college pathways, and assessment data from student program summaries.
Modification to Criminal Justice BSCJ degree. Specific Change: Security Administration Concentration- remove CJ110 Intro to Law Enforcement OR CJ120 Intro to Corrections as a core requirement; remove CJ350 Legal Issues in Security as a core requirement; add CJ325 Applied Criminology as a core requirement; add CJ382 Security Technologies as a core requirement. Rationale: Based on department efforts to revise BSCJ degree (last revised in 1995) based on industry practices, alignment with community college pathways, and assessment data from student program summaries.

GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN

Modification to the Occupational Therapy Assistant AS degree. Specific Change: change BI 275 Human Anatomy (4) to BI 250 Intro to Human Anatomy (3); change BI 255 Human Physiology (4) to BI 230 Intro to Human Physiology (3); remove BI 101 Intro to Biology lab (2); change credit hours for AL 252 Psychosocial Occupational Therapy from (4) to (3) credit hours; and delete AL 256 Occupational Therapy Issues (1). Rationale: Adjustment of curriculum from 74 to 68 credit hours is required to meet requirements for continued Carl Perkins grant funding.

GOVERNANCE ACTION: DEPT/SAS C&P/SAS FC/DEAN